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thirty-five feet, and swalk to it in a direct line without
difficulty or hesitation. Smell in like manner is so
wonderfully exalted that a patient has been able to
trace a rose through the air, when held forty-six feet
from her."
The reality of the phenomena grew upon this
ardent and painstaking investigator and while adher-
ing to his theoretical conceptions, he found in Hyp-
notism a new and powerful curative agent—rheu-
matism of ten years standing, deafness, neuralgia,
lumbago, spinal irritation, paralysis of sense and
motion, St. Vitus' dance, tonic spasm, diseases of the
skin, and many other apparently intractable diseases,
became obedient to his mystic power and departed-
"I am quite certain," he said, "that Hypnotism is
capable of throwing a patient in that state in which
he shall be entirely unconscious of the pain of a
surgical operation, or of greatly moderating it, accord-
ing to the~ time allowed and the mode of management
resorted to."
Dr. Braid also found that illusions, by impression
or suggestion, created in the mind of a subject in the
hypnotic state were always ^ faithfully acted upon m
r-ieir waking condition.
PROF. HEroENHAIN'S MODES OF PROCE-
DURE are apparently very simple—1st, such as:
monotonous stroking of the temples or nose; and, by
monotonous sounds such as the ticking of a (wajtch..
Experiment as follows:—Professor Heidenhain placed
t'iree chairs with their backs against a table, upon
which he had previously placed his watch. Three per-
sons sat down'* upon the chairs, with their attention
Directed to the monotonous ticking of the watch, and
all three fell asleep. Here again the sleep and any-
attending phenomena is brought about by acting upon
tie physical first, the mental following. Dr. Braid
wearies the eyes, and exhausts the inferior and lateral
muscles. Heidenhain, by the well-known connection
ci the skin to the nervous system, produces weariness
L: the censorium—through the inhibition of the sense
: feeling—by stroking the skin; of hearing, by fte

